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ABSTRACT
1

In the United States, ver 1.2 million building permits are issued each year for single-family residences.
Over 1.2 million construction projects begin each year, and over 1.1 million homes are completed every
year.2 LEED, or Leadership in Energy & Environmental Design aims to be “the world's most widely used
green building rating system,” and certifies only a few hundred homes for new construction globally each
year.3 There exists a great opportunity to find creative ways to integrate sustainability into these projects.
This integration may not necessarily mean a certified building, but designers still have ample opportunities
to make tremendous efforts towards more sustainable buildings.
This thesis will use the design-build of a site-responsive multi-family residence as an opportunity to explore
innovative ways for navigating the current environment of sustainability approaches. A whole systems
approach will be used for synthesizing the most appropriate strategies, systems and solutions. An
integrated schedule will be used to manage the project time-line. Site analysis, stakeholder surveys, and
design thinking will also be used to ensure an exhaustive pre-design process, creatively engaging the
client in all decision making processes. Local precedents will be reviewed for their energy performance
and biophilic patterns.
The work will demonstrate that varied sustainability approaches can be referenced early on in a project,
and at any point in the design process, to find client-centered solutions for sustainability problems. It will
also demonstrate that using design strategy and design thinking tools throughout the project can aid in
client engagement and stakeholder engagement at large, resulting in more inclusive decision-making for
critical path items.
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What’s usually missing is an
adequate understanding of
what sustainability is actually
supposed to achieve.
Pamela Mang and Ben Haggard
Regenerative Development and Design

INTRODUCTION
“What’s usually missing is an adequate understanding of what sustainability is actually supposed to achieve.” 4
Pamela Mang and Ben Haggard
Regenerative Development and Design

This thesis will look at how designers can use sustainability approaches to create customized solutions that
reflect the values of their clients. These solutions span multiple sustainability approaches and have the
potential to make green building more accessible and inclusive in the residential building sector.
The culmination of this work will be an integrated project schedule that can be used to leverage moments in
time to introduce sustainability methods, and a process map which designers and homeowners can
reference at the startup of a project to ensure they have defined their project-specific sustainability goals.
To add value to the designer and client, design strategy methods will be employed to engage the client,
and case studies will be reviewed for challenges and opportunities.
The sustainability approaches reviewed will include:
1. Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) for Homes
2. Build-It-Green (A California Green Building Standard)
3. RESNET Home Energy Rating System (HERS) Index
4. 14 Patterns in Biophillic Design by Terrapin Bright Green
5. Design Lens: Life’s Principles by Biomimicry 3.8
6. Living Building Challenge by International Living Future Institute
7. Regenerative Development & Design by Regenesis Group
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
How can clients clearly communicate their sustainability goals and priorities? How can they understand them?
How can designers ensure project goals are maintained throughout the construction, operation and
maintenance of their projects? How can builders ensure they have the owner decisions and designer
specifications to carry out their work in a timely manner? How can the public learn from and be inspired by
sustainable buildings? Each stakeholder has a unique perspective, and capturing each perspective can create
a rich experience for all stakeholders, during the design of the project and afterwards. Thinking of future needs
ensures that the building can evolve along with our still-evolving understanding of sustainability.
When a designer is hired to create a custom home, he or she has many resources available to make sustainable
design decisions. There currently exist many sustainability approaches, frameworks and rating systems to
choose from when beginning a residential design project. How do designers make the best decisions? How do
these decisions reflect the values of their clients, take into consideration the context of the place, and how do
they account for unknown sensitivities?
5

It is estimated that residential users use about 20% of all energy consumed in the United States. Compared to
industrial and transportation users, residential users do not use the most energy, but they may use the most
varied energy sources spanning hydro, solar, nuclear, wind, geo-thermal and natural gas power. 6 Thus,
buildings provide a rich and unique environment to explore sustainability approaches. This is a complex
environment and requires thorough thought, care and intelligence, but this environment also provides an
exciting opportunity to explore and integrate sustainable design solutions.
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The long zoom-approach lets us
see that openness and
connectivity may, in the end, be
more valuable to innovation that
purely competitive mechanisms.
…by embracing these patterns
we can build environments that
do a better job of nurturing
good ideas…

Steven Johnson
Where Good Ideas Come From

SCOPE OF PROJECT

The long zoom-approach lets us see that openness and connectivity may, in the end, be more valuable to
innovation than purely competitive mechanisms. …by embracing these patterns we can build environments that
do a better job of nurturing good ideas… 7
Steven Johnson
Where Good Ideas Come From

Buildings provide a unique opportunity to explore many complex sustainability challenges and several were
explored in this thesis. The following four major opportunities for improvement in the residential design
process included:
1. Integrating the Project Schedule
2. Guidance for Navigating Sustainability Approaches
3. Client Engagement in the Design Process
4. Stakeholder Engagement
This thesis uses design strategy and design thinking to explore opportunities for navigating these complex
challenges. Taking a whole systems view of the design-build process and sustainability approaches provides
an integrative process, incorporating stakeholder feedback and engagement into each step.
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PROFESSIONAL GOALS
The project tackles complexity in the designer-client relationship and knowledge gathering phase of a
project. As a designer it is of utmost importance to create work in line with one’s values, but it is equally
important to provide a service that is of value to the client. Taking a cue from nature by sensing and
responding to clients, stakeholders, and the environment -- designers ensure they provide a service
that is sustainable. Client-centered design focuses on values, and defining and developing values can
help the project to better evolve and adapt over time.
Designers have a responsibility to lead humanity to better solutions that benefit people, planet and
profit. As a designer, it is often a challenge to integrate personal and professional values with the
values of the client. Building design is a service to both the client and the public at large, but there
currently exist at least two different design business models. One focuses on marketing and selling a
design philosophy. The other is more client-centered and focuses on developing and co-authoring a
design philosophy. In order to remain holistic, client-centered design should incorporate three facets of
service. These facets include client goals, personal goals and peer or professional community goals.
The professional goals below cover these three facets of service.
Figure 1: Three Facets of Professional Goals

Explore Varied
Strategies
for Sustainable
Home Design &
Construction

Improve Design
Visualization,
Work Processes &
Practices

Improve
Design Strategy,
Design Thinking,
Collaboration &
Communication
Skills

Client Goals

Personal Goals

Peer Goals
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PROJECT EXECUTION
The Client Project
The client project is a 3000 square foot, multi-family home on a remote site. The clients will be retiring in five years and
are looking for a place to connect with each other, nature, their family, friends and the local community. The site is
special to them, as they have always wanted to be landowners. They long for nature, wildlife, fresh air and open space.
Both clients were raised in small, agricultural communities and identify with appreciating and conserving resources.
They gave up their ancestral lands when they left their homes to serve in the Armed Forces
The clients appreciate passive strategies, low impact design and high performance mechanical systems. They want to
minimize site impacts, protect the natural ecosystems, and maintain views and wildlife migration patterns. Sustainability
for them means environmentally friendly, natural and indigenous materials. There is an opportunity to educate the
clients in sustainable methods, but with their unique appreciation for living systems, there is also an opportunity to allow
the clients to drive the knowledge gathering exploration of navigating sustainability methods.
The thesis work and client project are asynchronous. They inform one another, but are separate efforts. This two-edged
effort adds an additional level of complexity, but also provides unique opportunity. The theory and practice merge
throughout the separate time-lines to bring validity to theory and rigor to practice. These separate efforts enrich one
another, and this is where the holistic philosophy that is the foundation of any sustainability approach really starts to
come to life.

“... a superabundance of options for what we can do has also made figuring out what we should do more challenging.”
Pamela Mang and Ben Haggard
Regenerative Development and Design
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8

PROJECT EXECUTION
Proposed Process
The process consisted of things to explore (Objectives) and things to have at the end of the explorations (Deliverables).
This process tells the story about a client and her sacred place. It charts a course that the designer and client took to
arrive at a set of project-specific sustainability goals. These goals were applied to case studies and precedents to
evaluate performance with the intent to find opportunities for improved performance.

Thesis Objectives

Client Deliverables

Map Priorities on Project Time-line

Page 11

Explore Sustainability Approaches

Page 14

->

Find Moments to Intervene

Page 16

Share Process

Page 18

via

Creatively Engage the Client

Page 52

with

Explore Case Studies

Page 27

+
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Integrated Project Schedule

Page 12

Opportunities for Collaboration Map

Page 17

Process Map

Page 18

Design Strategy Card Game

Page 19

Case Studies Summary

Page 35
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PROJECT EXECUTION
1. The proposed process began by
interviewing stakeholders for their
project tasks, priorities, and schedules.
The results of this interview process will
be visualized on the next two pages.

Proposed Process:

The Journey

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

SCHEMATIC DESIGN

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS

CONSTRUCTION ADMIN

FINAL REVIEW

2. Sustainable Strategies
DESIGN

COLLABORATE

DECIDE

PREPARE TO
BUILD
MOBILIZE

COLLABORATE COLLABORATE

COLLABORATE

COLLABORATE

BUILD
CHANGES?

REMIND

REMIND

PUNCH LIST

COMPLETE

INSPECT

REMIND

1. Stakeholder Schedules

2. Then strategies within sustainability
approaches were reviewed for their
ability to be integrated into the project
schedule and for their potential to
positively influence the decision-making
process.
3. When difficulty presented itself with a
key stakeholder, card games were
created to help set project priorities. The
results of these games will be discussed
on Page 52 in Appendix F and explored
on Pages 19-25.

4. Systems Synthesis
Figure 2: Journey Map
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4. These efforts resulted in the synthesis
of a project schedule integrated with
sustainability methods (see Pages
16-17) and a process map (Page 18)
which can be used for future projects.
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PROJECT EXECUTION

Legend
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Actual Process:
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Figure 3: Stakeholder Perspectives
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PROJECT EXECUTION
Integrated Project Schedule

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

SCHEMATIC DESIGN

Figure 4: Integrated Project Schedule
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FINAL REVIEW

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
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DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
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Inspiration Images
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Prelim Floor Plans
Prelim Massing Models
Contractor Selection
Interior Inspiration & Concept
Prelim Pricing Drawing Set
Prelim Mechanical, Electrical &
Pluming (MEP) Design
Prelim Cost Estimate
Client Approval

Revised Pricing Drawing Set
Refined Floor Plans
Technical Specifications
Reflected Ceiling Plans
Prelim Lighting Design
Prelim AV / IT Design
Prelim Landscaping Design
Prelim Finishes, Fixtures &
Equipment Selection
Plumbing Fixture Schedule
Finish Schedule

Interior Elevations
Cabinetry Selection
Final Lighting Design
Final AV / IT Design
Final Landscaping Design
Final Finishes, Fixtures &
Equipment Selection
Hardware Schedule
Mechanical, Electrical &
Plumbing (MEP) Coordination

Respond to Requests for Information
Site Meetings, Observation, Inspection
Refine, Revise Drawings
Review Sub Contractor Shop Drawings
Final Finish Selections
Punch List

The three stakeholder schedules on the previous page were synthesized in the above diagram to explore
opportunities to integrate sustainability approaches. Before this integration could occur, the stakeholder
perspectives were integrated. Creating an integrated schedule can provide a map to the project team, increase
collaboration and communication, and result in a more holistic and inclusive design approach and was the starting
place for tackling the complex issues in residential design.
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Legend

PROJECT EXECUTION
Sustainability Approaches Survey

LEED for Homes

Life’s Principles

Build it Green

Living Building Challenge

14 Patterns in Biophilic Design

HERS
Regenerative Development & Design

Resource
Conservation

Water
Conservation

Indoor Air
Quality

Build It Green

Energy
Additional
Points

Community

Figure 5: Sustainability Approaches

The seven sustainability approaches on this page were surveyed for their potential to reflect the values of the client
and the design. They were also evaluated for their potential to inform the project time-line and allow for creative
collaboration. Please see Appendix A on Page 40 for full surveys of each approach and its systems.
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Legend

PROJECT EXECUTION

LEED for Homes

Selected Potential Sustainability Approaches

Build it Green
14 Patterns in Biophilic Design
Life’s Principles
Living Building Challenge

Resource
Conservation

Water
Conservation

Indoor Air
Quality

Build It Green

Energy
Additional
Points

Community

Figure 6: Selected Approaches

These five sustainability approaches were chosen for their familiarity to stakeholders and their links to regional
precedents. The methods in these approaches serve as a catalog of possible interventions to select for use on the
project. Providing the client with more than one approach can be a holistic and inclusive way to approach
sustainability approaches.
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Legend

PROJECT EXECUTION
Approach Key Takeways

LEED for Homes
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Living Building Challenge
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Refer to Appendix A on Page 40 for full surveys of each approach and its systems.
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Think of
regeneration as
an underlying
value for all
design
decisions.
Think of
architecture as
an intervention
and building as
a method for
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places.
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communicate
regeneration
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Although we can discern
individual parts in any system,
these parts are not isolated, and
the nature of the whole is
always different from the nature
of the sum of its parts.

Fritjof Capra
The Web of Life
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PROJECT OUTCOME
Sustainability Approach Opportunities
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Figure 7: Approache Opportunities

Integrating the three key stakeholder schedules into a single time-line and referencing the
sustainability approach systems yielded opportunities to integrate sustainable methods into the
global project time-line. These opportunities were added between key project phases and
colored according to the sustainability approach referenced. If a schedule phase as a whole
provided opportunity for an intervention, it changed color according to the sustainability
approach referenced.

This schedule serves as a guide to the project team for when these moments can occur. The
goal here is that the decisions happen according to this time-line and that it serves as a map to
keep the project team on course. It also provides a structure for team engagement.
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Legend

PROJECT OUTCOME
Collaboration Map
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Figure 8: Collaboration Map

Additional places in the project time-line were explored for collaboration opportunities. By exploring
moments to collaborate, the sustainability approach map was taken to the next level of stakeholder
engagement. This level allows for new activities like brainstorming to occur. This creates conditions
for a more dynamic schedule.
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PROJECT OUTCOME
HERS

Process Map

with Design Thinking Phases
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Figure 9: Process Map
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This process map captures each step of the thesis work and ties the larger steps in to Design Thinking phases. This integration can help
others use the process map as a how-to guide or as a form to be completed. Along with the schedule, it outlines a framework to chart
sustainability goals.
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PROJECT OUTCOME
Design Strategy Card Game
One way collaboration can occur is by gathering ideas or
brainstorming. In the Collaboration Map, key moments were
discovered for harnessing the power of collaboration. Design
Strategy offered some useful tools to explore with the project
team.
One of the most challenging and sensitive aspects to manage in
custom home-building is ensuring the client makes decisions in a
timely manner. Lack of decision and approval on critical path
items can lead to scheduling delays and project cost increases.
When options are continuously presented to the client, significant
amounts of time and money are spent pricing, managing and
communicating change.
When a holistic approach is taken to establish sustainability goals
and understand stakeholders, managing the client can become
even more challenging. To address this challenge, a Design
Strategy card game was prototyped and tested with the client.
The following ten card games were developed and tested to bring
sustainability methods into the client’s pre-design decisions. The
result of this exercise generated a list of sustainability goals for
the client project which will be explored in the following card
games and introduced on Page 26.
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1. Client Interview
2. 3 W’s
3. Strategic Planning
4. User Studies
5. Brain Dump
6. Client’s Choice
7. Why Does it Happen?
8. How Does it Happen?
9. Where Does it Happen? (Visualize It)
10. Where Does it Happen? (Frame Your View)
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PROJECT OUTCOME
Developing a Card Game
The first six exercises were
brainstorming and design
strategy techniques written
out on cards. The decision
to use cards stemmed out
of the idea that playing was
more fun than work. See
Page 48 for Appendix D on
the card game prototyping.
First, Decks were created.
Then, ideas were explored.
Finally, the client created
her own deck with her own
ideas.

Photo By Michelle Santos, 2018

These six decks yielded the results on the following two pages.
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PROJECT OUTCOME
Developing a Card Game
The six decks initially explored captured the values,
identity and goals of the client. As the project is
client-centered in nature, it was important to document
information for future reference but it was also to get to
know, empathize and build trust with the client.
These exercises also resulted in the client empathizing
with the designer. See Appendix C on Page 47 for why
empathy matters. This was an unexpected result, but it
improved communication, respect and understanding
between the client and designer. The client-designer
relationship often outlives the project, and it is important
to be sensitive in the knowledge-acquiring process a
client undergoes when working with a designer on a
home.
The card game also made the exercises more relaxed
less intimidating and more experimental than a formal
interview or meeting. For a complete summary of the
client's feedback on the card games, please see
Appendix F on Page 50.
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PROJECT OUTCOME
Playing the Card Games
This process was of great value to the client as it
untangled years of thoughts and feelings about
the project in short, fifteen minute sessions.
After being documented, the cards were given to
the client and have since been referenced in other
design meetings.
To explore some of the client’s responses in
further depth, she was asked to document project
priorities herself. This involved her going to the
site, asking questions, reflecting on the place, and
taking photographs. These explorations are
examples of how to use the games, and are
summarized on the following three pages.
Sustainability approaches were referenced for
their potential to help ensure client values were
incorporated into the sustainability goals.
Photos by Michelle Santos, 2018.
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PROJECT OUTCOME
Card Game Question: “Where Does It Happen?”
Sustainability Approach: Living Building Challenge

Sustainability Method: Universal Access to Nature
Location No. 1

Location No. 2

All Photos by Margarete Mucker, 2018.

The client surveyed the existing site for possible building locations and captured environmental
elements and views with photographs. There existed a natural clearing at Location No. 1.
Location No. 2 had the best, naturally unobstructed view of the nearby water reservoir. As a result
of this exercise, the client decided to protect these two areas from development.
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PROJECT OUTCOME
Card Game Questions: “Why Does it Happen?” “How Does it Happen?”
Sustainability Approach: Build it Green

Sustainability Method: Community

In this exercise, the client was asked to explore the
following questions while visiting the site:
1. “Why Does it Happen?”
2. “How Does it Happen?”
Answers from the client:
1. The Why of this project has always been “to
connect with nature,” being and feeling connected is
very important.
2. The How of this project began with taking a look
at the existing site, activities, structures and utilities
and seeing where connections already on the site
and with the neighbors. Communal places and
barriers already exist and these could be evaluate to
see what works, and to improve what doesn’t.
Michelle Santos | Minneapolis College of Art & Design |
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PROJECT OUTCOME
Card Game Question: “Where Does it Happen?”
Sustainability Approach: 14 Patterns of Biophilic Design

Methods: Connection with Natural Systems, Visual Connection to Nature
Client Game: Visualize It

Client Game: Frame Your View

All Photos by Margarete Mucker, 2018.

The client visualized potential locations with inspiration photos and established moments for connection.
This visualization exercise was very fruitful as it helped the client further narrow down possible building
locations. As a result of these exercises, two locations were chosen for future design scenarios.
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... a superabundance of options
for what we can do has also
made figuring out what we
should do more challenging.
Pamela Mang and Ben Haggard
Regenerative Development and Design

PROJECT OUTCOME
Client Summary & Values
After establishing the integrated project schedule, a delay occurred in getting initial client decisions. Options were presented to
the client but she had a difficult time choosing which options to develop. Through the use of a design strategy card game, the
client was able to express her values and deeply engage in the design process. Her exercises, selections and reflections helped
to compile an initial list of client values. She then expressed these values as her own unique sustainability goals. Sustainability
approach methods were then evaluated for connections to her values. This led to the table below.
It is important to note that the Sustainability Goals below were brainstormed by the client and designer prior to reviewing
sustainability approaches with the client. It was important that the client understood her own values first, before prescribing to a
complete set of sustainability approach values. This summary was not originally planned, but proved a benefit to the client.

Client Value

Sustainability Goal

Sustainability Method

Connection

Connect with Nature

Connection with Natural Systems

Community

Connect with People

Community

Openness

Protect Environment

Universal Access to Nature

Valley Location

Submerge

Refuge

Hilltop Location

Emerge

Prospect

Views

Curate Views

Visual Connection to Nature

Figure 10: Client Sustainability Goals
Michelle Santos | Minneapolis College of Art & Design |
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PROJECT OUTCOME
Sustainability Approach: 14 Patterns in Biophilic Design

Methods: Prospect
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PROJECT OUTCOME
Sustainability Approach: 14 Patterns in Biophilic Design
Methods: Refuge

View of Terrain

Site Topography
“our view preferences,
and possibly our
aesthetic preferences,
have roots in referential
points that benefit our
survival.” 9
Terrapin Bright Green,
2014

Photo By Margarete Mucker. 2018

Places of refuge provide safety, shelter and recharge from fatigue. Recharging is a critical
part of work and rest patterns, and the recharging qualities of this site are very important to
the client. There are many places on the site to find refuge, and these places can be
surveyed at a later date in more depth for possible program locations.
Michelle Santos | Minneapolis College of Art & Design |
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Figure 11: Site Topography & Boundary
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PROJECT OUTCOME
Sustainability Approach: Living Building Challenge
Method: Human Scale & Human Places

Old Barn - Vernacular Architecture

Source: Mike Olbinski Photography

Farmhouse - Vernacular Architecture

Source: HW Kateley Photography

Michelle Santos | Minneapolis College of Art & Design |

Sandstone Quarry - Historical Program

Source: https://quarriesandbeyond.org

Farming - Present Program

Source: InsideClimate News
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Brownstone Quarry - Historical Program

Source: https://quarriesandbeyond.org

This idea board serves as a
visual reminder of the region’s
history. The regional values
captured here center on the
human experience and the
human mark on the built
environment and landscape
over time. The images capture
varying scales and time periods
and can be used to inform future
architectural languages.
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PROJECT OUTCOME
Sustainability Approach: Life’s Principles
Method: Be Locally Attuned & Responsive

Site Sensitivities
Northern California has unique water, energy, weather, and seismic
sensitives. This site, at the base of the Sierra Nevada mountain range in
the Central Valley, is not located near any active fault lines. Due to recent
dry summers and droughts, the Central Valley has become even more
sensitive than usual to wildfires and flooding. Record-breaking wildfires
like the Mendocino Complex Fires and the current Camp Fire have taken
lives, and threatened water supply and air quality.

Source: https://grondamorin.com/

The sensitive needs of the region and the site in particular require an
informed and mindful project team. There exist opportunities for the
project to respond to site sensitivities like fire, drought and flooding in
decisions related to building location, construction methods, materials and
mechanical systems.
Trees can recover from fires through germination of seed stored in the
forest floor, sprouting branches from the buds of trees that have been
destroyed, or using the heat from fire to germinate.
Taking a lesson from seeds stored in the forest floor, the building could
be brought underground. Materials like insulated concrete forms, metal,
concrete, stucco, stone, and brick can help slow fire burn rate and better
withstand damage than wood, while other methods like defensible space
can further aid in fireproofing.

Source: https://californiawaterblog.com

Michelle Santos | Minneapolis College of Art & Design |
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PROJECT OUTCOME
Site & System Resiliency Brainstorming Session Summary
Sustainability Approach: 14 Patterns in Biophilic Design
Method: Biomorphic Forms & Patterns
Biomorphic Energy System Brainstorming Session 6/12/2018
Goals: How to create biomorphic systems and high performance
skins
Possible Strategies: Organic Solar Trellis, Solar Garden

Nuance Communications - Brick LLP & Bionic

Sustainability Approach: 14 Patterns in Biophilic Design
Method: Biomorphic Forms & Patterns
Regenerative Water System Brainstorming Session 6/12/2018
Goals: How to bring in biomorphic forms and patterns into the
landscape
Possible Strategies: Bio-retention, Rain Garden, Indigenous Plant
Species, Drip Irrigation,
Capitol Region Water District.
Michelle Santos | Minneapolis College of Art & Design |
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PROJECT OUTCOME
Sustainability Approach: 14 Patterns of Biophilic Design
Methods: Material Connection with Nature, Presence of Water
This Idea Board was shared with the client to incorporate
natural and regional materials like wood, stone and the existing
landscape. The client identified the use of color and texture to
blend in with the environment as important design goals.

Source: Thomas Klope Associates
Michelle Santos | Minneapolis College of Art & Design |

This Idea Board was shared with the client to incorporate
natural and regional systems like water, views and indigenous
wildlife. The client identified paths and views framed by trees as
being potential design goals. The use of water was identified as
a potential fireproofing mechanism.

Source: Thomas Klope Associates
Master of Arts in Sustainable Design Thesis Presentation | November 29, 2018
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PROJECT OUTCOME
Precedent No. 1: Santa Cruz Residence, Walker Warner Architects

Approaches Referenced: LEED, Build It Green, HERS
Strategies: High efficiency plumbing systems, indigenous plantings, limited irrigation,
Lessons Learned: Reflecting colors, textures and scale of the natural habitat created inspired an indoor & outdoor environment.
Next Steps: Evaluate Water Consumption, Create Net Positive Water
Sustainability Approach: Living Building Challenge
Method: Beauty & Spirit
“HONORING THE NATIVE LAND, CREATING FLEXIBLE SPACES FOR ENTERTAINING, ZONING OUT, AND CAREFUL
PLANT SELECTION TO STRICTLY LIMIT IRRIGATION; PRESERVING THE INTEGRITY AND CHARACTER OF THE
SENSITIVE BLUFF FOR GENERATIONS TO COME.” BoxLeaf Design

All Photos By NorthWall Builders, Inc.
Michelle Santos | Minneapolis College of Art & Design |
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PROJECT OUTCOME
Precedent No. 2: Palo Alto Residence,
Fergus Garber Young Architects

7

8

6

Approaches Referenced: LEED, Build It Green, HERS
Strategies: Indoor Air Quality Monitoring, Solar Energy,
High Efficiency Mechanical Systems
Lessons Learned: Resources spent to achieve a
green rating could have been used to purchase
higher performing systems
Next Steps: Evaluate Energy Consumption, Create Net
Positive Energy, Do Cost Analysis of GreenPoint
Rating Costs vs. Cost to Upgrade Systems
Sustainability Approach: Build it Green
Methods: Energy, Indoor Air Quality

5
4
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3
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Photo By NorthWall Builders, Inc.
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Figure 12: Precedent No. 2 Strategies
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LESSONS LEARNED
The case studies were a valuable series of exercises to explore the sustainability methods and goals on existing
projects. Evaluating performance on actual projects before building can lead to improved design solutions and the
avoidance of value-engineering during construction. Surveying high performance precedents helped the client to
understand if a method aligned with her values and if they were appropriate for her site. These exercises were
exploitative in nature, but resulted in a valuable analysis of appropriateness for the project.
One goal would be to explore each sustainability method selected in the integrated schedule in at least two existing
projects. Getting stakeholder feedback on the case studies and precedents is helpful to the client and the designer.
These studies could feedback useful information into the schedule, and help develop design rules. All pieces of this
system are related to one another, thus a system map would be another helpful addition and could be used in
conjunction with the process map.
The case studies and precedents could be compiled into a mini-book and referenced throughout the project like the
card games. Forms could be generated for them so that their qualities could be quickly compared to one another.
Cost estimates could be generated based on these forms, and cost comparisons could be generated for multiple
strategies.
Integrating the design process with sustainability approaches is a challenge, and selecting sustainability methods
according the client values instead of sustainability approach values is a sensitive process. There exists quite a bit of
opportunity here, and this is just the beginning of a longer process of unraveling the complexity of sustainable
building.
One of the most valuable lessons learned in this process was that engaging stakeholders was easier than initially
thought and yielded better results than anticipated. Design Thinking methods successfully generated “critical learning
incidents.”10 By utilizing the framework of the client games, the client was able to have a critical learning incident and
by using the framework of the process map, the designer was able to have a critical learning incident. The value for
the client is that he or she is able to solve problems and understand how that problem-solving worked. It might be
interesting to see how different frameworks yield different results, and to tailor frameworks for specific outcomes.
Michelle Santos | Minneapolis College of Art & Design |
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NEXT STEPS
Real-world sustainability challenges are often complex and messy. Their solutions can be uncertain and
unclear. Reviewing multiple sustainability approaches early on in a project can help designers discover
common priorities and leverage flexibility and resiliency within different approaches. Though it is
time-consuming, interviewing and engaging stakeholders can better inform each process on the journey to a
sustainable design solution.
For adoption by the average homeowner or homebuilder, who may not be a sustainability expert, approaches
should be simple, clear, and allow for room to evolve and adapt to new ways of thinking. Most residential
designers will not have an advanced degree in sustainability, so the process map can serve as an initial
guide for designers new to sustainability to use as a reference.
The integrated schedule is a powerful tool but needs more development and real-world testing. It needs
buy-in from all stakeholders. The next step for this project would be to revise the sustainability approach
schedule with the information gathered from the card games.
One interesting opportunity would be to use the process map as an initial form, and see how approaches and
methods selected with it differ from those selected during the card game. Another opportunity lies in a
compilation of aggregate projects, process maps, and case studies. Processing multiple residential projects
could yield useful project data and may be a way to find commonalities or develop design rules. Each
additional project could add organization and clarity to the process map, which could continue to be revised.
A great challenge would be to design a building or building system that attempts to integrate all sustainability
approaches surveyed in this thesis. An even greater challenge would be to prototype or build portions of this
integrated-approach building. What if one building did it all? What would that look like? What would it cost?

Michelle Santos | Minneapolis College of Art & Design |
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Design Mindfulness involves a
determination to think about the
consequences of design
actions before we take them
and pay close attention to the
natural, industrial, and cultural
systems that are the context of
our design actions...

John Thackara
In The Bubble

REFERENCES
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APPENDIX A
LEED v4 for Homes Sustainability Approach Survey
LEED Building Design & Construction
Philosophy

Systems

Strengths

Limitations

Key Take Aways

“Impact categories...
underscore how a project
can benefit their local
communities and
our planet.”

Integrative Thinking
Energy
Water
Waste
Materials
Location & Transportation
Sustainable Sites
Health and Human
Experience
Regional Impacts
Innovation
Global, Regional, Local

LEED is a comprehensive
point-based rating system
that is broad and general
for most of its impact
categories.

LEED certification can be
a long, complex and
costly process. It requires
an independent LEED
accredited professional to
administrate the
certification process and
a third party
commissioning agent.

LEED encourages
performance based
assessment and
monitoring to improve
the following
categories:
Health & Human
Experience
Energy
Water
Materials & Waste

Michelle Santos | Minneapolis College of Art & Design |

LEED has always
emphasized a complex
credit system and tiered
certification levels of
Gold, Silver and Platinum.
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APPENDIX A
Build-It-Green Sustainability Approach Survey
GreenPoint Rated New Home Single Family (NHSF)
Philosophy

Systems

Strengths

Limitations

Key Take Aways

“A major objective of the
NHSF system is to
educate homeowners
about the benefits of
green construction.”

Community
Energy Efficiency
Indoor Air Quality
Health
Resource Conservation
Water Conservation

The NHSF rating system
is also a point-based
system with Gold, Silver
and Platinum tiers.

This system is a
simplified, regional rating
system that contains
some of LEED’s original
rating criteria. It is
specific to California.

This approach is an
accessible, affordable
option for homeowners
and builders who want to
achieve sustainability
goals and obtain a green
label certification.

“Our vision is for all
people to thrive in homes
that enhance our
well-being, protect our
environment, and ensure
a stable and prosperous
future for our children”

Produces as much
energy as it consumes
Minimizes waste and
utilizes sustainable
materials
Conserves and recycles
precious water
Maintains lower utility
bills to make housing
more affordable for all
Maintains safety and
indoor air quality to
enhance our health and
well-being

Michelle Santos | Minneapolis College of Art & Design |

It is refreshing to see cost
and afford-ability
mentioned as one of the
goals of the rating
system.
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APPENDIX A
HERS Index Sustainability Approach Survey
Philosophy

Systems

Strengths

Limitations

Key Take Aways

“The HERS Index is a
measurement of a home’s
energy efficiency... the
energy use of the rated
home is compared to the
energy use of the
reference home.”

Air leaks in the building
envelope
Leakage from HVAC
distribution ducts
Effectiveness of insulation
inside walls and ceilings
Existing or potential
combustion safety issues
Floors over unconditioned
spaces
Attics, foundations and
crawlspaces
Windows and doors,
vents and ductwork
Water heating system and
thermostats

The HERS Index is a
simple, objective system
for measuring the
performance of the
building envelope.

This system only
evaluates energy savings
and promotes reduction
in energy use and
increase in efficiency.
A Certified RESNET
Home Energy Rater and
computerized simulation
analysis utilizing RESNET
Accredited Rating
Software is required to
acquire a HERS rating.

Evaluate the
Carbon Footprint and
Building Envelope.

Michelle Santos | Minneapolis College of Art & Design |
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Think of ways the carbon
footprint can be reduced
in the planning phase.
Think of ways the
building envelope can
be made airtight while
still allowing for some
natural qualities to
permeate.
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APPENDIX A
14 Patterns of Biophilic Design Sustainability Approach Survey
Philosophy

Systems

Strengths

Limitations

Key Take Aways

“Biophilic design can
reduce stress, enhance
creativity and clarity of
thought, improve our
well-being and expedite
healing; as the world
population continues to
urbanize these qualities
are ever more important.”

Visual Connection with
Nature
Non-Visual Connection
with Nature
Non-Rhythmic Sensory
Stimuli
Thermal & Airflow
Variability
Presence of Water
Dynamic & Diffuse Light
Connection with Natural
Systems
Biomorphic Forms &
Patterns
Material Connection with
Nature
Complexity & Order
Prospect
Refuge
Mystery
Risk/Peril

This approach is very
qualitative by nature and
allows a lot of room for
interpretation, innovation,
and exploration. It is
conducive to evolution as
some of the patterns are
timeless and not reliant
upon current technology
or systems.

This approach would not
be suited for direct
quantitative performance
assessment as it is
qualitative in nature.

Explore 3 Patterns in
Design Scenario 1

Replicating sustainability
approach systems by
project does not always
lead to the most
innovative or appropriate
solutions. This is a finding
that applies to all
approaches but was
discovered while
evaluating this one.

Use as an evaluation
method to see how many
patterns are identified in
each design scenario and
to what extent. Then
select patterns to further
develop or maximize and
survey the client and
other stakeholders for
feedback.

Michelle Santos | Minneapolis College of Art & Design |
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Use as evaluation tool for
proposed designs
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APPENDIX A
Biomimicry 3.8 Sustainability Approach Survey
Life’s Principles DesignLens
Philosophy

Systems

Strengths

Limitations

Key Take Aways

“Life’s Principles are
design lessons from
nature. Based on the
recognition that
Life on Earth is
interconnected and
interdependent, and
subject to the same set of
operating conditions, Life
has evolved a set of
strategies that have
sustained over 3.8 billion
years. Life’s Principles
represent these
overarching patterns
found amongst the
species surviving and
thriving on Earth.”

Evolve to Survive
Adapt to Changing
Conditions
Be Locally Attuned and
Responsive
Integrate Development
with Growth
Be Resource Efficient
(Material and Energy)
Use Life-Friendly
Chemistry

This approach is very
helpful in the most
preliminary phases of
design and can yield
some of the most
open-ended solutions
when compared to the
other approaches
surveyed.

The DesignLens is a
powerful tool for ideation
and solving complex
problems but may not be
the best tool for tackling
some of the more simple
problems associated with
buildings.

Explore 3
Design Spirals
for Project
Functions

Michelle Santos | Minneapolis College of Art & Design |

Methods can yield
qualitative or quantitative
metrics, depending on the
chosen functions and
strategies.
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Find a partner approach
for the micro-scale
sustainability problems
like energy usage,
material use, waste and
conservation.
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APPENDIX A
International Living Future Institute Sustainability Approach Survey
Living Building Challenge 3.1
Philosophy
“The Living Building
Challenge is a green
building certification
program and sustainable
design framework that
visualizes the ideal for the
built environment. It uses
the metaphor of a flower
because the ideal built
environment should
function as cleanly and
efficiently AS A FLOWER.”
“Living buildings give
more than they take,
creating a positive impact
on the human and natural
systems that interact with
them.”

Systems
Limits to Growth
Urban Agriculture
Habitat Exchange
Human Powered Living
Net Positive Water
Net Positive Energy
Civilized Environment
Healthy Interior
Environment
Biophilic Environment
Red List
Embodied Carbon
Footprint
Responsible Industry
Living Economy Sourcing
Net Positive Waste
Human Scale + Humane
Places
Universal Access to Nature
and Place
Equitable Investment
JUST Organizations
Beauty + Spirit
Inspiration + Education

Michelle Santos | Minneapolis College of Art & Design |

Strengths

Limitations

Key Take Aways

The Living Building
Challenge is
building-specific,
extremely comprehensive,
and has very
high-reaching aspirations
for the built environment.

It may not be cost-effective
to attempt to include all
petals in this project.

Client recommends finding
ways to incorporate the
following petals:

It may not be cost-effective
to attempt to include all
petals in a small to
medium single family
residential project.

Urban Agriculture
Habitat Exchange
Human Scale + Humane
Places
Universal Access to
Nature and Place

It may be the most
comprehensive approach
for buildings currently
available.

This approach may be
best suited for multi-family
homes.
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Research project costs to
implement and achieve
certification. Research
cost-effectiveness if
available.
Interview designers and
clients who have
implemented this
approach.
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APPENDIX A
Regenesis Group
Regenerative Development & Design
Philosophy

Systems

Strengths

Limitations

Key Take Aways

“Regenerative practitioners
do not think about what
they are designing as an
end product. They think
about it as the beginning of
a process. Once they
realize it, it initiates its own
process, continuing to
design the world around it
long after they have let it
go.

Design for Evolution
Partner With Place
Actualize Stakeholder
Systems Toward
Co-evolving Mutualism
Work From Potential, Not
Problems
Find Distinctive,
Value-adding Roles
Leverage Systemic
Regeneration by Making
Nodal Interventions
Design the Design Process
to be Developmental
Become a Systems
Actualizer

This approach is built on
the idea that sustainability
approaches should be
structured to evolve and
that the evolution doesn’t
start with the project but
the entire process. It
emphasizes addressing
the “fractured relationship
between humans an
nature.”

This approach can be less
prescriptive than the
others and as such
requires more research
and effort to develop
successful strategies. It
can be consulted at any
point in the design process
which may be confusing or
overwhelming to some
stakeholders, however it
has the potential to be
used at the end of a
project or during
operations and
maintenance.

Think of regeneration as an
underlying value for all
design decisions, for
buildings and site
development.

If designers are to
contribute to a flourishing
future rather than one of
diminishing prospects, how
do they need to understand
the world into which they
unleash this unfolding
process?”

Michelle Santos | Minneapolis College of Art & Design |

This approach also
emphasizes viewing each
project for “the potential of
a project, the potential of
place, and the contribution
to a larger whole.”
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Instead of developing land
or design ideas and
concepts, think of
architecture as an
intervention and building
as a method for
regenerating places.
View, and use, the project
as a means to
communicate regeneration
principles and strategies.
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APPENDIX B
PROBLEM: COMMUNICATION & COLLABORATION
Inter-disciplinary project teams struggle with communication and staying on the same page.
Teams often become segmented and work efforts can diverge from original project goals.
INNOVATION, or the introduction of new methods, can transform construction projects.
By collaborating, teams can improve communication, empathy, and progress.
These improvements have the potential to save money and time.
Which methods can change the way homes are built?
How can they do this?

OPPORTUNITY 1

OPPORTUNITY 2

OPPORTUNITY 3

SUSTAINABLE DECISION MAKING

SCHEDULE SYNCHRONIZATION

INCREASING EMPATHY

Design decisions in home building are
usually reserved for the Client (Owner) to
determine and the Designer (Architect) to
execute. This can cause a lack of
connection between decisions and other
team members like the Builder (Contractor)
additional Design Consultants (Engineers) ,
and Sub-Contractors (Tradespeople).
Sustainable Decision Making values and
fosters input from all team members.

Home design relies heavily on a structured
and hierarchical sequence of events. These
events center around work: decisions,
project deliverables, and written and visual
communications which are geared to
provide the information necessary to
complete the construction processes.
Clients typically do not have schedules but
monitor the often disjointed schedules of the
Designers and Builder and disjoints can
cause serious delays.

Many issues in home building arise from a
lack of communication, clarity, and shared
objectives. Some team members can
become disconnected and consumed with
the day to day of running their business. It is
easy for team members to lose sight of
Client-driven project priorities and goals.
There is a chance to experiment with several
forms of collaboration in order to increase
empathy, so that all team members
understand one another’s needs.

Michelle Santos | Minneapolis College of Art & Design |
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APPENDIX B
OPPORTUNITY: MAKE CONNECTIONS
1. SUSTAINABLE DECISION
MAKING

2. SCHEDULE
SYNCHRONIZATION

3. INCREASE EMPATHY

Initial Owner decisions generate the
earliest design concepts. Design decisions
are traditionally made in the earliest event
phase known as Pre-Design (preliminary
design). Owner decisions are continually
made as needed but not necessarily
scheduled or managed.

The design schedule and construction
schedule are not created with one another
in mind. If they were, it could be argued
that they would contain at minimum
work-flow sequences and look for the
opportunity of parallels.

Synchronization can be further ensured
with periodic check-ins. Unlike status or
progress meetings, these sessions could
be strategically planned to maintain the
integrated project schedule, confirm Owner
decisions, and increase understanding of
team objectives.

Owner decisions are very rarely integrated
into other decisions and work. They are
typically obtained by an approval process,
and this process may see several versions
when the Owner’s preferences are not
consulted first.

Sequencing is the order in which events
occur. Parallels are pathways that connect
related events or events that can benefit
from a connection. Sequencing
determines priority and responsibility, while
parallels can offer the opportunity to
connect and collaborate.

By managing and scheduling Owner
decisions risk, delays, and litigation can be
mitigated, the success of the project can
be ensured, and opportunities for
collaboration can be leveraged.
Collaboration can lead to empathy, and
empathy can help the project succeed.

DESIGN

COLLABORATE

DECIDE

PREPARE TO
BUILD
MOBILIZE

COLLABORATE COLLABORATE

COLLABORATE

COLLABORATE

BUILD
CHANGES?

REMIND

1

2

3

4

REMIND

REMIND

5

Multiple Paths
Michelle Santos | Minneapolis College of Art & Design |

Sequencing vs. Parallels
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Integrated Schedule Diagram
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PUNCH LIST

INSPECT

COMPLETE

APPENDIX C
EMPATHY & COLLABORATION: WHY THEY MATTER

“Understanding the feelings of others is good behavior, but empathy particularly pays off when
companies—that is the people who work for companies--understand what their customers are feeling.”
-Evan Rosen
The sustainability challenges that
we face can be better overcome
with organized systems, processes
and people. This organization
should stem from cooperation and
coordination, not segmentation and
competition.

By sharing resources across teams,
we can mimic the
abundance of nature.
Cooperation and competition have
played a significant role in
evolution. Both are equally
valuable in evolution and potentially
in problem solving.

If teams can admit that all
members have value, and allow all
members to express that value, we
can all become more connected to
one another. These connections
foster understanding and that
moves projects forward.

“You want to understand a person’s thoughts, emotions, and motivations, so that you can
determine how to innovate for him or her. By understanding the choices that person makes and the
behaviors that person engages in, you can identify their needs, and design to meet those needs.”
-Stanford d.school
Michelle Santos | Minneapolis College of Art & Design |
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APPENDIX D
INCREASING EMPATHY THROUGH ROLE PLAY

PROBLEM
WORKING WITH PEOPLE IS
HARD.

OPPORTUNITY
CAN WORKING WITH PEOPLE
BE FUN?

PROPOSAL
PLAYING WITH PEOPLE IS FUN!

Designers are creative people.
Builders are also creative
problem-solvers. Creative people like
to have fun, learn, and feel
challenged. Creatives also like to
experiment, take chances, and do
unconventional things. Repetition
creates boredom. New problems
need new solutions.

“When you work with people whom
you like and you admire because
they’re so good at what they do, it
doesn’t feel like work. It’s like you’re
playing.”

Playing feels safe, less serious and
lest costly than working. It engages
different parts of the brain and can
allow for more unique
problem-solving. Designing is
problem-oriented, and building is full
of unknown problems. These
problems can become excellent
opportunities for play.

-Stan Lee

Use Best
Management
Practices from
your discipline
to capture
important steps
& goals.

Owner

Designer

Michelle Santos | Minneapolis College of Art & Design |

Builder

Brainstorming

Mind-Mapping

Story Telling
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VisionQuesting

5 W’s

Strategize
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APPENDIX E
Design - Bid - Build

STAKEHOLDER SUMMARY & SURVEY
"What oftentimes turns the hunch into something bigger than
a hunch is when your hunch collides with someone else's
hunch." -Steven Johnson
To find innovative ways to solve the age-old communication
problems inherent to design and construction teams, a
liquid network was explored and engaged for collaboration
surveys and feedback. The survey results showed that all
team members wanted to improve communication and
understanding, they just didn’t know where to start.
Allison

Design - Build

Client/
Owner

Designers &
Sub-consultants

Client/
Owner

Contractor &
Sub-contractors

Design Build &
Sub-contractors

Project Delivery Methods, Michelle Santos

Client manages multiple contracts
Client manages one contract
Potential communication loss between designers and builders More collaboration between designers and builders
One responsible party for conicts
Multiple responsible parties for conicts

Judy
Margo
Lily
Karina

Karl

Tony

Peter
Greg

Susan

Me

Heide

Wakey
Mike

Mark

Client /
Owner

Designer

Design
Consultant

General
Contractor

SubContractor

Doesit it
Does

Doesit it
Does

Doesit it
Does

Is ititmore
more
Is

Does
Does itit
make
me
make me
more
more
money?

save me
money?

save me

Brad

money?

$
Sandium

Liquid Network, Michelle Santos
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save me
time?

save me
time?

improve
quality?

improve

quality?

efficient?
client?
Is it more
Is it more
safe?
e

safe?

money?

$

Stakeholder Priorities, Michelle Santos
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PROJECT OUTCOME
Client Feedback on Card Games
The card games helped me organize my ideas and it started out with the basics gradually getting into more detailed. It provided focus to what was
important to me, what I valued.
1. The “Client Interview” covered basic questions that laid the foundation. Budget, square footage, time-frame, preferred methods of communication etc.
2. The “3 W’s” dug a bit deeper and brought some of the emotional elements into the picture. Connecting with nature, bringing family and friends together.
The open floor plan and large windows would do that. A much larger question was where to build. Since it was a large property, with several valleys and
hills, the question where does it happen (the site) was something that I struggled with. Each valley and hilltop had something special to provide. Building in
a valley was much easier as access was easy and there were no restrictions on the size of the house or layout. Building on a hill provided the lake views
and almost 360 degree views, but it was much harder to access and limited space.
3. The “Strategic Planning” brought out our vision. Why are we doing it? It is a place to retire and enjoy life and nature. What can I do now to prepare?
Looking at floor plans, site study etc.
4. The “User Studies” brought out other elements that I had not really thought about or not in that context. What were our activities? What did I want to
highlight on the property, what features did I want to keep? Did I want a workshop for me and my husband for our hobbies?
5. The “Brain Dump” was about listing every item that I could think of that I wanted in the house. There was no particular order, just whatever came to my
mind. It started off with the big items such as the number of bedrooms, bathrooms, Great room, wrap around porch. As I was listing the items, other smaller
items came to mind such as radiant heat, large window sills, a mud room with a shower for dog bath, sliding barn doors and blackened steel hardware for
doors and beams.
6. “Client’s Choice” was to draw plans. The most exciting part of the game. Now that all the components had been identified, how could they be
incorporated into a floor plan?
7. The “Why Does it Happen” exercise helped me to understand why I want to connect with nature. There are places on the site that I want to connect with
and I want to connect these places with each other. This connection brings me serenity and relaxes me.
8. The “How Does it Happen” exercise helped me understand possible strategies on how to connect with nature. By blurring the lines between indoors and
outdoors, bringing the indoors outside, and the outdoors inside, I’m able to have a visual and material connection with nature anywhere on the site at any
time.
9. The “Visualize It” exercise was good for me as I have a difficult time picturing the house in the setting. I have read many different opinions regarding
placement of a house so this helped me visualize where it should go.
10. The “Frame Your View” exercise was another revelation to me. Seeing it through a picture frame helped me not only with identifying the potential
location of the house but also capturing the views that i wanted to have.
I may not be able to incorporate all of the items but this card game has identified what I would like to have and will help me narrow down what ultimately is
of the most importance to me.
Michelle Santos | Minneapolis College of Art & Design |
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...he paints with lakes and
wooded slopes; with lawns and
banks of forest-covered hills,
with mountain sides and ocean
views.
Justin Martin
Genius of Place

